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Now Hear This!  Our Website is:  www.kps-site.org      

 
 
NEWS!  NEWS!  NEWS! 
 
 
I must confess that when I became Commander, I was a bit worried 
about how I would find something to write about each month for our 
Newsletter. Well, I did not need to worry. The local news alone gives me 
plenty of topics to write about. Last month there was a very sad tragedy 
in which a young man lost his life. This month we have a terrible boating 
accident, but miraculously no loss of life. There is a reason why there are 
laws against drinking excess adult beverages and boating. Piloting a boat 
is exactly like driving a car. When you have had too much to drink, you 
are impaired. This time the boater involved was not young. He was old 
enough to know better, but did not follow what should have been his saf-
er instincts. He was running his boat late at night and had been drinking 
quite heavily. He ran into a boat dock and destroyed the boat in it and 
the dock as well. I believe there were two other folks on his boat.  Unbe-
lievable there was no loss of life. If you see anyone acting erratically on 
their boat, please take their TN number down and/or boat name and de-
scription. Then report ASAP to the TWRA. We need to take these peo-
ple off the water before there is an innocent person injured or killed. 
 
The other important topic this month is that we are running out of time 
to get a new Newsletter Editor. Sue will publish our August Newsletter 
and help prepare the September one, but after that we are on our own. If 
anyone of our membership has any experience or desire to get experi-
ence with working on “Now Hear This” we need them to step up now!!! 
Sue will work with you and show you the ropes.  Shadowing her before 
she leaves would be the best and easiest way to learn. Please contact 
your Commander or Sue DePew directly. The newsletter is our main 
source of getting information out to our Squadron. HELP!  
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ELECTED NON-EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES 
 
AUDIT:    NOMINATING:    RULES: 
CHAIR:   Linda Sundstrom, S  CHAIR:  Jean Armes, AP   CHAIR: Mike McCarthy, S 
2 Year:        Vicki Smith, S  2 Year: NEED     2 Year: Bob Bray, JN    
3 Year:   Hank Davis, JN  3 Year: NEED    3 Year: Hank Davis , JN  
 
 
PORT CAPTAINS 
 
WATTS BAR LAKE: Robert McConnel, S/N     FT LOUDOUN LAKE: P/C James C. Barkley, SN     TELLICO LAKE: P/D/C Mike Scher, AP 
 
APPOINTED COMMITTEE CHAIRS and OFFICERS  
 
MEMBERSHIP      
Ed Armes, AP    
 
SAFETY    PUBLIC RELATIONS   LAW OFFICER 
P/D/C  Michael P. Scher, AP  NEED     P/C Jim Barkley, SN 
 
SQUADRON HISTORIAN  VESSEL SAFETY CHECK   PROPERTY OFFICER 
P/C Nick Tronolone, AP  P/C Chuck Smith, P     P/C Bob Bray, JN   
 
LEGISLATIVE/LIASION  ROSTER & CALLING COMMITTEE  OPERATION BOAT SMART 
P/C Chuck Smith, P   Nancy Campbell, P    Cdr Dave Roberts,  JN 
 
NEWSLETTER EDITOR  WEBMASTER of KPS Website (www.kps-site.org) ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATION 
Sue DePew, S   Ed Armes, AP    NEED    
            
ABC CLASS COORDINATOR  MERIT MARK     
Otto Schwarz, S   Jeanette Farmer, P         
     

 

 

 
Last, but not least, your Bridge is having a KPS future planning meeting on July 15. Your Bridge mem-
bers are your representatives on running the Squadron and therefore we need your input on what you 
want. We will be filling in our calendar for 2018. This calendar will contain some new and some old ac-
tivities. We will be adding some kind of event for Safe Boating Week for next year in May and also KPS 
is hosting the District meeting in late March or early April. We need ideas! Don’t wait until the calendar 
is completed and then disapprove of the activities listed. Get your  input in early!! The August Newsletter 
will give you a wrap-up of our meeting.  
 
Hey!! Keep safe out there!! 
 
 
 
CDR Janet 
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JUNE 24 DOCK AND DINE AT TELLICO  MARINA 
(Formerly Tellico Harbor Marina) 
 

Showers and a tornado watch from Tropical storm Cindy threatened to dampen our party but, Saturday 
evening, God blessed us with clearing skies, great food, fellowship, and a beautiful sunset to cap it off. 
Secretary Jean made us some absolutely tasty and tender Roast Beef! Everyone else brought fantastic 
sides and wow! the desserts! I would have come just for the desserts! Boaters continued the fun aboard 
different vessels and enjoyed a nice Sunday breakfast before departure. We had a great crowd and also 
welcomed new members John and Barbara Richardson who just transferred from the Chattanooga Squad-
ron. Welcome John and Barbara! No shows, you missed a great dinner and good times!  
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JULY 1ST FIRE-

WORKS! BY MIKE SCHER  
 
The Squadron will celebrate the 4th of July with our traditional raft-up outside the Lenoir City Park to 
watch the holiday fireworks display on July 1.  Sea-duction will arrive at the anchor site at approxi-
mately 1300 hours and set anchor.  All other boats from the Squadron should arrive between 1400 and 
1700 hours.  Contact with Mike aboard Sea-duction should be made on VHF Channel 69 as you get 
close to establish your raft-up position.  Larger boats will want to set their anchor, while the smaller 
boats will not require anchors.  The fireworks should begin around 2200 hours and ending around 2300 
hours.  Boats not wishing to stay overnight will break off from the raft-up at approximately 2330 hours.  
All boats must have operational lights complying with Coast Guard regulations.  The Squadron will 
supply hot dogs, hamburgers, and potato salad for dinner w/soda & water to drink.  Everyone coming 
should bring a side dish to share.  Members without a boat will need to arrange with someone with a 
boat for a ride to the raft-up.  There is not a shuttle boat available at this time.  A "head count" for food 
is necessary, so please call Mike Scher at 865-405-5512 or email him at mpscher@aol.com for reser-
vations.  We will need the total number of people in your party and your approximate arrival time.  
Please tell Mike if you will need life preservers, especially for youngsters. 
 

 
JULY 15 BRIDGE MEETING 
 
Your Bridge meets this month with the special agenda of discussing 
our Squadron’s future.  ALL MEMBERS! What do you want out of 
your boating club? We want to hear from you! Please email me,* any 
Bridge officer, or group email all Bridge members so your voice will 
be represented. We need your ideas, desires, opinions, complaints, 
recommendations, etc.  Please email before July 15. 

 

 
 
 
JULY 15 GROUP RAFT-UP 
 
We have not had a group raft-up this year. If the weather cooperates, I, along with several other Bridge 
members, will be going by boat to our Bridge meeting on Tellico Lake. If anyone wishes to captain a raft-
up that Saturday night or Sunday afternoon, please call or email me.*  We'll confirm this to all members 
with location in our mid-month email blast. 
 
 
*BillBrumit@juno.com or 865-567-3555.  
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Currently Underway:   
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FORWARD LOOKOUT: 

ALSO Currently Underway:   
JULY 24 TENNESSEE VALLEY WINERY DINNER/MEETING 
 
Mark your calendars and get your reservations in for the July 24 dinner meeting at 
the Tennessee Valley Winery!  Social hour begins at 1800 hours with dinner served 
at 1900 hours. 
 
The dinner will be a French-themed menu as follows: 
Starter: Goat cheese on a bed of arugula with crostini 
Entrée: Coq au Vin* with potatoes 
Dessert: French almond cake with lavender lemon glaze 
 
*Coq au vin is chicken braised with wine, lardons, mushrooms, and  sometimes garlic.  

Upon arrival at the Winery, please proceed directly into the dining area to avoid a “traffic jam” in the  
Tasting Room.  You will find wine tickets in your glasses at your seats.  The cost will be $25 per person 
and is a prepaid event.  Reservations must be made prior to July 17.  Make your checks payable to the 
Knoxville Power Squadron and mail to Jean Armes, 508 Engel Road, Loudon, TN  37774.  Call Jean with 
any questions at 865-458-9624. 

See next page for details on  
The Terrace View Eclipse Cruise  
And August Dinner Meeting 

AUGUST 19-23 



 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 By Tom and Marbeth Dietrich 
 
For those who are able to leave on Friday for the cruise to Terrace View, we will be in Paint Rock 
Creek on Friday night for an impromptu raft-up.  Hope some of you can join us. 
 
The agenda for our time at Terrace View is as follows: 
 
Saturday, August 19:  
 Cruise to Terrace View 
 1700 hours:  Cocktail Party on the pool deck 
 1830 hours:  Dinner at the restaurant (Prepaid) 
 1930 hours:  Karaoke 
 
Sunday, August 20: 
 1000 hours:  Brunch at the restaurant (Prepaid) 
 1100 hours:  Trivia contest 
 1300 hours:  Predicted Log event (See next page) 
 1700 hours:  Cocktails and dinner on the Wave Break dock   
  Hot dogs & fixin's will be provided.  You are asked to bring  
  chairs and a side dish or dessert to share. 
 
Monday, August 21: 
 0800 hours:  Sea-duction leaves for the eclipse viewing 
 0930 hours:  Corn Hole tournament (Ending at 1100 hours) 
 1130 hours:  Other boats leave for the eclipse viewing 
 1700 hours:  Cocktails on the pool deck and awarding of prizes 
 1830 hours:  August Dinner Meeting (Prepaid) 
 
Tuesday, August 23: 
 Cruise home 
 
If you are unable to come for the whole event, please plan to come Monday for the eclipse and the din-
ner meeting.  We will make sure you get a ride on a boat to see the eclipse. You must be at Terrace 
View no later than 1100 hours to get a ride on a boat for the viewing. 
 
Eclipse Glasses will be provided to everyone for the event. 
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TERRACE VIEW ECLIPSE CRUISE 
&  

AUGUST DINNER MEETING 



 

 

 
 

 

                                 Predicted Log Event 
 

 
A predicted log event is a test of your piloting and boat handling skills.  It is very similar to a car ral-
ly.  You will be given a course that is made up of 5 legs for a total of about 10 miles.  You will need 
to calculate the distance of each leg and then predict how long it will take you to run each leg.  This 
will be done in advance at home using whatever method you want (dividers, chartplotter, ruler, what-
ever).  Bring your predictions to the event.  When you run the course, you will only be able to use 
your RPM meter, compass, and binoculars.  A timekeeper will be on the boat with you and you will 
tell him when to mark the time for each leg.   
 
The timekeeper will mark that time to the second and bring the time sheet back to the judges.  The 
judges will compare the actual times with the times you had predicted.  The boat with the smallest 
absolute percent error will win.  Absolute error means that if you are slow 1 minute on the first leg 
and fast 1 minute on the second leg, you have a 2-minute error. 
 
This may sound complicated, but it is really not.  All you need is a chart, an RPM meter, and a com-
pass.  If you don't have a chart of Watts Barr, you can down load Section 78 from the following site: 
 

http://www.lrn.usace.army.mil/Missions/Navigation/Downloadable-TN-River-Charts/ 
 

You need to choose a comfortable cruising speed where you don’t have to continually adjust the 
throttle and measure the actual speed at that RPM. 
 
The deadline to sign up will be August 1.  A sign-up sheet is included as a separate attachment, 
which you should print, fill out, and return as indicated on the form.  Also, volunteers are needed as  
Timers.  So if you don’t want to run the event but still want to participate, please sign up to be a time-
keeper.  Timekeepers will need to have a time piece with a sweep second hand.  If your watch doesn’t 
have a second hand, there are apps for the phone that have them. 
 
This is a fun event, and we hope to have great participation! 
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http://www.lrn.usace.army.mil/Missions/Navigation/Downloadable-TN-River-Charts/
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   Education on Deck                                         Lt/C John Farmer SN                            Squadron Education Officer 

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT CORNER 
17-7  

 
We are trying to put together another ABC Course in the Louisville area, but don’t have any dates and 
times established so far. I have just gotten a notice from our DEO that we have a student in Knoxville tak-
ing our online ABC Course. I have reached out to him and provided his information to Ed on our Member-
ship Committee. 
 
The Seamanship Course has been rewritten and is at National for final review. I don’t have any details on it 
or a target release date yet. 
 
Piloting and Advanced Piloting are being totally rewritten into individual sections that can be offered as 
seminars if desired. I am now working with the National Inland and Coastal Navigation Committee to de-
velop the new segments. These segments/seminars will contain approximately 30 to 35 slides each and will 
be structured to be presented as 90-minute presentations. An optional validation session will be available in 
class or on the water. “To retain the current grade structure, the student must complete the first four (or 
five) segments listed below and pass a written examination for Piloting and the last four plus an examina-
tion for Advanced Piloting.” These segments will be combined into courses. Segments and courses will be 
made available electronically, on paper and eventually in interactive sessions. The earliest possible release 
as of now is about 18 months out. 
 
“The goal is to teach concepts applicable to all boat sizes and will assume everyone has some form of GPS 
based navigational device. These can include a cell phone, tablet, dedicated chartplotter or computer with 
navigational software like the free OpenCPN that will be used in teaching for commonality.” 
 
The tentative sections, as of now, are: 
 
1. Navigating Waterways in Today’s World will cover what is navigation, challenges on the water, navi-

gation systems, planning, waypoints, and compass directions. 
2. Chart Information will cover what are charts and maps, raster and vector charts, the coordinate system, 

navigational data on charts, chart errors, and other available publications. 
3. Coastal Navigation will cover identifying safe routes; plotting a route around shallows and hazards; 

estimating time required. Fixes, bearings, charted aids to navigation; tides and currents; other charted 
objects; charted landmarks, avoiding collisions, and AIS will also be covered. 

4. Navigating on Inland Rivers and Lakes (OUR SECTION AT LAST) will cover available maps and 
guides, Corps river charts, navigating without guides, using topographic maps of rivers and lakes, and 
locking procedures. 

5. Practice Cruise? possible section using paper charts to plan and plot a safe route, labeling, bearings, 
fixes, dead reckoning, and using a compass. 

6. Advanced Navigation Techniques will cover using virtual waypoints; transfer of routes from one sys-
tem to another; and maintaining a log. 

7. Navigating In Limited Visibility will cover navigation in fog, rain, and at night using ATONS, radar 
and AIS. 

8. Advanced Coastal Navigation will cover environmental considerations, wind effects, tides and currents, 
staying on course, XTE, overhead clearances plus navigating a long coastal cruise. 

9.  Practice Cruise TBD. 
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   Education on Deck                                         Lt/C John Farmer SN                            Squadron Education  officer 

 
I have reviewed and commented on sections 1 and 2, skipped section 3, and am working on our section 4 
now.  Before these new courses are available, here is what is currently offered online through the Universi-
ty of West Florida in Pensacola: 
 
USPS ONLINE Navigation Rules of the Road Seminar 2016/17 
840010, Class ID: 52902, Tuition: $76 -- Complete within 1 week(s) 
 
USPS ONLINE Partner in Command Seminar 2016/17 
840011, Class ID: 52903, Tuition: $75 -- Complete within 2 week(s) 
 
USPS ONLINE Piloting Course 2016/17 
840030, Class ID: 52904, Tuition: $120 -- Complete within 1 week(s)  (This is an obvious error) 
 
USPS ONLINE Sail Course 2016/17 
840016, Class ID: 52905, Tuition: $115 -- Complete within 8 week(s) 
 
USPS ONLINE Seamanship Course 2016/17 
840013, Class ID: 52907, Tuition: $130 -- Complete within 8 week(s) 
 
USPS ONLINE Tides and Currents Seminar 2016/17 
840023, Class ID: 52908, Tuition: $70 -- Complete within 1 week(s)  
 
USPS ONLINE Trailering Your Boat Seminar 2016/17 
840014, Class ID: 52909, Tuition: $75 -- Complete within 1 week(s) 
 
USPS ONLINE Using GPS Seminar 2016/17 
840015, Class ID: 52910, Tuition: $75 -- Complete within 1 week(s) 
 
USPS ONLINE Using VHF and VHF/DSC Marine Radio Seminar 2016/17 
840024, Class ID: 52911, Tuition: $60 -- Complete within 1 week(s)  
 
USPS ONLINE Weather Course 2016/17 
840022, Class ID: 52912, Tuition: $145 -- Complete within 8 week(s) 
 
Your SEO wants to insure that at all times education opportunities are fully available to members and non-
members. For these online courses, see the Educational Department home page at  
https://www.usps.org/index.php/departments/13000; hover over “Curriculum” on the left of the page; 
and then select “Classroom/Online offerings.” On that page, select “University of West Florida” on the 
left. 
 
To insure that KPS members are fully knowledgeable, the definition of the word boat is: 
 
 “A hole in the water into which you pour money” 
 
And the individual letters B O A T stand for: 
 
 “Bring on another thousand” 
 

 

https://www.usps.org/index.php/departments/13000
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New Material 
 
 
We are putting together a local, free seminar on vessel design and fiberglassing. Charlie at West Marine 
has hands-on training with the Gougeon Brothers West System. He has consented to help me do a prac-
tical seminar on fiberglassing. I am putting together a PowerPoint presentation on wood composite ves-
sel design and fiberglassing. The vessel design portion will give you an idea about how basic vessel 
hull design decisions are made. The fiberglassing portion will cover:  1. Resins, hardeners, fillers and 
additives, 2. Hard chine plywood construction, 3. Laminating and bonding, 4. Scarfing, 5. Fiberglass 
cloth and its application, 6. Hardware bonding, and 7. Coating and finishing. It will include practical 
demonstrations. This seminar will be offered in a machine shop in Maryville, Tennessee. The time and 
date for the presentation have not been determined yet. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
From the Water 
 
 
The Coast Guard is steadily doing away with watch standing on VHF channel 16 and replacing it with 
their RESCUE 21 system utilizing digital selective calling. Commercial, high seas vessels are no longer 
required to maintain a listening watch on 16 and coastal Coast Guard stations have already been convert-
ed to RESCUE 21. The Coasties have just announced RESCUE 21 coverage is now available on the 
Ohio River System. Our local section of the Tennessee is still monitored by the Knoxville High Tower 
for now. 
 
The guidance is clear -- you need a DSC radio and an MMSI. There are many options for DSC radios 
and you can obtain a MMSI free through Boat US at: 
 

https://www.boatus.com/mmsi/mmsi/obtainmmsi# 
 
When considering a newer radio, look at the ones that include an AIS receiver. These can provide added 
information about commercial vessels and larger yachts. If interfaced to your chartplotter or laptop run-
ning OpenCPN, you can actually see AIS equipped vessels approaching. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

https://www.boatus.com/mmsi/mmsi/obtainmmsi
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TECHNICAL CORNER 

 
 
There is quite a bit of research going on, primarily in Europe, into totally autonomous ship operation. 
Take a look at http://spectrum.ieee.org/transportation/marine/forget-autonomous-cars-
autonomous-ships-are-almost-here. I am no longer a member of the Institute of Electronic and Electri-
cal Engineers. They do some excellent standards development work and I was on their Advisory Com-
mittee for the development of the NMEA 2000 Marine Communication Protocol that we all enjoy today. 
 
On the IEEE Spectrum (newsletter page), scroll down and take a look at the Rolls-Royce future shore 
control center video. There have been several areas in Europe specifically designated for autonomous 
ship trials and these are continuing. There is another branch of this research that SNAME is conducting 
where a very limited crew including the bridge team operates from a remote bridge inside the vessel 
near the engine room using sensors instead of from the traditional visual bridge. This concentrates sen-
sory data and eliminates visual distractions. Don’t expect to see river towboats operating in either of 
these modes any time soon, but automated lock scheduling is already being tested. We can expect some 
recreational spinoff electronics technology to be coming our way. 

 

http://spectrum.ieee.org/transportation/marine/forget-autonomous-cars-autonomous-ships-are-almost-here
http://spectrum.ieee.org/transportation/marine/forget-autonomous-cars-autonomous-ships-are-almost-here

